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Abstract

This paper discusses the problems of defining and measuring late-fetal mortality (stillbirths). It uses evidence from 11 developed countries to trace long-term trends in fetal mortality. Issues associated with varying definitions and registration practices are identified, as well as the range of possible rates, key turning points and recent convergence. The implications for developing countries are spelt out. They emphasize the possible limitations of WHO estimation methods and survey-based data by examining the cross-sectional associations among 187 countries in the year 2000. The important role of skilled birth attendants is emphasized in both data sets, but the different effects on maternal mortality and late-fetal mortality are also noted.

Introduction

Historical trends in late-fetal mortality in developed countries may have important implications for both the current level and future trends in developing countries. In developing countries, the reduction of child mortality remains one of the chief objectives for public health programmes, but little attention is given to fetal mortality. In many developed countries, while absolute rates have never been lower, late-fetal mortality is now higher than infant mortality. Perinatal deaths are the principal subject of concern among obstetricians and paediatricians. The causes of antepartum stillbirths and the survival of preterm live births represent two important areas for research and policy initiatives. The reduction of intrapartum stillbirths to 10% or less of all late-fetal deaths is credited to the availability of effective birth attendants supported by skilled obstetricians, advanced medical technology and specialized institutional facilities. How did the developed countries reach this...
fortunate, although still challenging, position and what are the implications for developing countries where early-age mortality remains high and fetal health is not yet a priority?

This question has several complicated aspects. The definitions of miscarriage, abortion (induced, unsafe and natural), stillbirth or late-fetal death, viability and live birth are particularly complicated, socially as well as biologically constructed, and subject to variation.\cite{3} This variability will affect the prospects for accurate recording in registration systems, community and hospital surveys, together with those for measurement and comparison. Since the immediate causes of fetal deaths may be difficult to identify, even with the aid of post-mortem examinations, the ultimate causes (e.g. maternal physique, infection, poor midwifery) are also likely to be difficult to identify.

**Data problems: developed countries**

European countries have adopted a variety of different practices for stillbirth and live birth registration and so this limits the comparative value of perinatal mortality as an index of health care.\cite{4} Also, in countries where legal abortion is used as a form of birth control, the registration of stillbirths, live births and neonatal deaths has a different meaning from those countries where abortion is uncommon or illegal.\cite{5} It has also been common practice in several countries (e.g. Belgium, France, Spain) only to register as live births those infants who survived for a specified period beyond birth. Those who did not survive were placed in a category often known as ‘false stillbirths’ or they were completely ignored for registration purposes. Despite these problems, and there are others, there is a long and remarkably rich history of attempts to register late-fetal deaths in many developed countries. Indeed, the very commitment to registration signifies an appreciation of the importance of perinatal health and the need to monitor progress.\cite{6}

Fig. 1 draws on registration data from 11 countries to illustrate the course of late-fetal mortality over the longest period of time possible. It shows time-series for the stillbirth rate (SBR), i.e. registered stillbirths per 1000 total births (stillbirths plus live births). Usually, the terms stillbirth, late-fetal death and dead born can be regarded as synonymous since they relate to the birth of a fetus of more than 28 weeks gestation showing no vital signs, but this is not always the case. The 11
countries can be divided into three groups determined by the length of the registration period and the sorts of problems to which the resulting data are exposed. In the first group we have Denmark, Iceland, Norway and Sweden with registration dating from at least the early years of the 19th century (1750s in Sweden shown as a solid line for decades), a reputation for high quality (especially from the 1870s) and a commitment to state support for midwifery services. Fig. 1 shows the SBR series for these countries as solid lines and highlights the case of Sweden. In the second group come France, Italy, the Netherlands, and Spain. Here stillbirth registration began in the 19th or early 20th century, but was affected in its early decades by the problem of ‘false stillbirths’. The registered number of stillbirths may need to be revised downwards while live births and neonatal deaths should be corrected upwards. This has been done for the Netherlands, but not the other countries in the group, which are only shown from 1900 onwards. The third group contains the England, Scotland (from 1939), Wales (from 1927) and the United States of America (USA). In the USA, the legal definition of fetal death varies between states. A consistent national series for late-fetal mortality is only available from the 1940s, and there are considerable regional and social variations. Fig. 1 also shows a small number of regional examples. The Zeeland province of the Netherlands has a particularly well developed local demographic database, which allows SBRs to be derived from the early 19th century. Zeeland is the highest series illustrated in Fig. 1.

Setting aside the various problems of definition and registration, Fig. 1 does suggest some broad, general points. First, the pattern traced by the time-series can be described in terms of ‘an undulating high plateau succeeded after a common turning point by sustained decline and convergence’. The undulating plateau phase has SBRs ranged from 25 to 45 per 1000 total births, and on to 60 in particular circumstances. The turning point occurred in the late 1930s or the 1940s when the SBR was still 25 to 45. Convergence in the early 21st century was in the 3–5 range. Second, among the first group of countries, plus the Netherlands, the SBR did decline between 1860 and 1900, although it also appears to have increased from 1810 to 1850 in these same cases. The reasons for this wave-like trend need to be established, but it seems likely that the early increase was mainly due to improvements in registration coverage while the subsequent late-19th century decline was associated with improvements in the quality of birth attendants and their ability to use antisepsis measures. If this is so,
it indicates that general access to skilled midwives and obstetricians could reduce the SBR to 25 even before those key advances of the 1930s and 1940s which were associated with the availability of new drugs for the control of infections. Third, other demographic series for developed countries are known to have followed the ‘plateau-decline-convergence’ sequence, although only maternal mortality had a roughly coincidental turning point in the 1930s or 1940s.\textsuperscript{12}

**Estimates: developing countries**

WHO developed estimates of late-fetal and neonatal mortality for its member countries in the year 2000, as well as gender-specific life tables.\textsuperscript{13,14} SBRs have been derived without correction from registration or survey data, where they are available. Where they are not, SBRs have been estimated from early-neonatal mortality rates (ENMRs) which are found from neonatal mortality rates (NMRs) by using SBR/ENMR ratios specific to each mortality stratum. WHO uses five mortality strata (A-E) to distinguish different levels of child and adult mortality (A: very low child and adult mortality; B: low child and adult mortality; C: low child and high adult mortality; D: high child and adult mortality; E: high child and very high adult mortality).

These estimates are summarized in Table 1 for the 14 WHO subregions and in Table 2 for a small number of selected countries. Table 1 shows SBR, NMR, infant mortality (IMR) and early-childhood mortality (ECMR, ages 1–4) ranked by life expectancy at birth in years ($e(0)$). In all cases the estimates for males and females have been combined. The three developed subregions (all low mortality A strata from Europe, North America and the Western Pacific) are placed together. Table 1 illustrates some important points by combining the SBR, IMR and ECMR with overall mortality via life expectancy at birth. The high level of adult mortality in the subregion Africa (mortality strata E) means that $e(0)$ is much reduced compared with Africa (mortality strata D), despite similar levels of early-age mortality. South East Asia (mortality strata D) and Eastern Mediterranean (mortality strata D) fall close together and separate from the other seven developing subregions where the SBR is 20 or less and $e(0)$ more than 65 years.

Table 2 selects eight countries to represent the four subregions with the lowest $e(0)$s in the year 2000, three countries with the highest and one (China) to represent
the seven subregions with intermediate levels of $e(0)$ (66–71 years). Table 2 also gives the estimated maternal mortality rate (MMR, maternal deaths per 10 000 live births) and the percentage of births having a skilled attendant present (for various years around the year 2000).\textsuperscript{15,16}

The estimates presented in Tables 1 and 2 help to place late-fetal mortality in a wider context, to illustrate contemporary global variations and to raise questions concerning reliability. However, it is also likely that the WHO subregions are far from homogeneous in terms of early-age mortality. The remaining figures focus on four of the WHO subregions: Africa mortality strata D and E (reference nos.1 and 2 in Table 1); Eastern Mediterranean D (7); and South East Asia D (12). Fig. 2 shows the relationship between IMR and SBR among the countries making up the four subregions, while Fig. 3 relates life expectancy to SBR and Fig. 4 shows MMR with SBR. The maximum number of countries in observation is 187. In each case, the regression line has been fitted to all available observations (Table 3).

Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 demonstrate the variability among countries in the four subregions with the lowest life expectancies, but also suggest some irregularities that may be due to the estimation procedures adopted. For example, the nine countries in Eastern Mediterranean D (Afghanistan, Djibouti, Egypt, Iraq, Morocco, Pakistan, Somalia, Sudan, Yemen) appear to cover virtually the full range of mortality experience. There is no coherence in terms of shared position. The 20 countries in the WHO subregion of Africa E do have particularly low life expectancies in common, but they do not share a similar experience in terms of late-fetal mortality. Several historical studies have identified a strong association between MMR and SBR, yet Fig. 4 shows many extreme residuals about a broad positive correlation (Table 3).

The argument linking the reduction in MMR with improvements in the quality and availability of skilled birth attendants is universally accepted.\textsuperscript{17} It is paralleled, as we have seen, by historical arguments that link the decline of both MMR and SBR with the availability of skilled attendants. However, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 demonstrate that the matter is not so simple when countries are compared. Fig. 5 relates MMR to the percentage of births with a skilled attendant while Fig. 6 uses SBR as the dependent variable. It is clear that in countries where access to skilled birth attendants is universal (at least above 85%) then MMR will be negligible; there are no counter-examples. But there are examples of countries that appear to have low levels of MMR
and only a minority of births are delivered by skilled attendants. There are also countries with high levels of birth attendants that have non-negligible SBR. Since only intrapartum stillbirths will be sensitive to the quality of birth attendants and many late-fetal deaths are antepartum, caused by maternal infections and nutrition, it might be hypothesized that SBRs will have a weaker association (Table 3). \cite{18,19} Fig. 5 shows so much diversity among the four low life expectancy subregions that, without the support of both logic and substantial amounts of other empirical evidence, it would be difficult to sustain claims for the critical role of skilled attendants in SBR.

**Comparisons: time and space, change and variation**

Fig. 1 suggests that, before skilled birth attendants became widespread and effective, late-fetal mortality among European countries varied from 25 to perhaps 60 per 1000 births. Fig. 6 shows that in the early 21st century there are still many developing countries (India and Nigeria included) with late-fetal mortality in this range and a minority of births being delivered by skilled attendants. Less than 1 in 250 viable fetuses die before live birth, less than 1 in 10,000 mothers die from childbirth-related causes and life expectancy at birth is at least 80 years in the most favourable circumstances. In the worst conditions the equivalent figures are 15, 200 and 40; about what they were among Europeans before 1850. Although these comparisons provide salutary reminders, they highlight what has been achieved and the task remaining. However, the figures and tables presented here cannot be taken at face value. Problems with the definition, registration and estimation of late-fetal mortality mean that temporal and spatial comparisons may be undermined. The examples of Italy and Malawi will help to illustrate the point.

The registration of stillbirths began in Italy in 1863.\cite{20} But the low level of national SBRs and the regional differentials indicate that the process was far from comprehensive. In the 1870s only seven Italian regions had SBRs over 30 and in four (Abruzzi, Calabria, Sardinia and Sicily) it was less than 20. Italy offers an excellent example of what we would expect to see in a country with improving registration coverage. National SBRs only reached credible levels during the early decades of the 20th century because regional differences in registration quality had narrowed by then. Rates in the south rose to match those in the north and then stayed at a higher level longer. After 1950 all regions shared in a sustained decline so that Italy’s SBR is now one of the lowest in the world. Table 2 shows that Malawi is credited by WHO
with an SBR of only 13 in the year 2000 despite having very high infant and maternal mortality, and a very low life expectancy. This SBR is not estimated but comes from the Malawi Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) for 2000, which also reports an IMR of 104.\textsuperscript{3}\textsuperscript{4} Had the SBR been estimated from early-neonatal mortality, it would have been given as 34. The SBR of 10 for Egypt also comes directly from DHS. It would have been 19 if derived from ENMR. In the cases of India and Nigeria, the SBR has been estimated from neonatal mortality rates given in DHS reports. Italy and Malawi may be extreme examples. They demonstrate how unreliable registration and survey data can be, but they also emphasize the value of placing late-fetal alongside other mortality indices, of comparing across both the spatial and temporal dimensions.

**Conclusions**

This paper has three principal conclusions. First, there are still many problems to be resolved in the measurement of late-fetal mortality. Some of these relate to the quality of survey data and others to estimation methods which are, to say the least, rudimentary. The history of stillbirth registration in Europe and the developing role of skilled birth attendants there provide several useful markers in terms of anticipated mortality rates, the effects of registration improvements and the causes of decline.

We may learn from the definition and registration experience in developed countries, their trends and turning points, and what levels are credible where direct evidence is lacking. Second, the role of birth attendants is more complicated than may have been thought. The effect on maternal mortality has been re-emphasized, but the influence on late-fetal mortality appears more ambiguous than might have been anticipated. Whether this is due to poor estimation of the stillbirth rate or reliance on unjustified assumptions awaits closer consideration. Third, on the expectation that many more countries will join the high life expectancy set and that child mortality will be further reduced, then fetal health will occupy a higher place on the public health agenda. Without good quality registration data, or at least a robust methodology for estimation from survey material, the challenge of high fetal wastage can not be tackled effectively. Target mothers and the newborn; prepare to focus on the unborn.
### Table 1. WHO mortality estimates for subregions, year 2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subregion, including reference no. (no. of countries)</th>
<th>SBR</th>
<th>NMR</th>
<th>IMR</th>
<th>ECMR</th>
<th>e(0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Africa E (20)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>44.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Africa D (26)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>51.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Eastern Mediterranean D (9)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>60.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. South East Asia (7)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>61.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. America D (6)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>66.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Europe C (9)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>66.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. South East Asia B (3)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>66.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Europe B (17)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>68.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Eastern Mediterranean B (12)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>70.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Western Pacific B (21)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>70.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. America B (26)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>71.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. America A (3)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>76.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Europe A (23)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>78.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Western Pacific A (5)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SBR, stillborn rate; NMR, neonatal mortality rate; IMR, infant mortality rate; ECMR, early-childhood mortality rate

* The letters A–E are applied to distinguish mortality strata and create subregions. A: very low child and adult mortality; B: low child and adult mortality; C: low child and high adult mortality; D: high child and adult mortality; E: high child and very high adult mortality. The total number of countries in this analysis was 187.

* Life expectancy at birth in years

Sources: Table A2.1, Lopez et al.14.

### Table 2. WHO mortality estimates for selected countries, year 2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country, % skilled attendants</th>
<th>MMR</th>
<th>SBR</th>
<th>NMR</th>
<th>IMR</th>
<th>ECMR</th>
<th>e(0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Malawi</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>180.0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Nigeria</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Egypt</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. India</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. China</td>
<td>82.8</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. USA 99.0 1.7 4 5 7 1 76.7
8. Italy n/a 0.5 3 3 6 1 79.2
13. Japan 100.0 1.0 5 2 4 1 81.0

ECMR, early-childhood mortality rate; IMR, infant mortality rate; MMR, maternal mortality rate per 10,000 live births; NMR, neonatal mortality rate; SBR, stillborn rate.

\( ^a \) WHO subregion reference numbers are given in Table 1.

\( ^b \) For various years around the year 2000.

\( ^c \) Life expectancy at birth in years

Sources: Table 1\(^{13}\), Annex Table G\(^{14}\); Table A2.1\(^{15}\), Lopez et al.\(^{16}\).

**Table 3. Associations between variables illustrated in Figs 2 - 6**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Association</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>( \beta )</th>
<th>( r )</th>
<th>( R^2)%</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 2 IMR/SBR</td>
<td>–3.2315</td>
<td>2.8385</td>
<td>0.8253</td>
<td>68.12</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 3 e(0)(^a)/SBR</td>
<td>77.1610</td>
<td>–0.6850</td>
<td>–0.8180</td>
<td>66.09</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 4 MMR/SBR</td>
<td>–7.8799</td>
<td>2.1842</td>
<td>0.7161</td>
<td>51.28</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 5 MMR/attendants(^b)</td>
<td>127.4733</td>
<td>–1.2429</td>
<td>–0.7791</td>
<td>60.70</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 6 SBR/attendants</td>
<td>45.0857</td>
<td>–0.3464</td>
<td>–0.6670</td>
<td>44.49</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IMR, infant mortality rate; MMR, maternal mortality rate per 10,000 live births; SBR, stillborn rate.

\( ^a \) Life expectancy at birth in years

\( ^b \) A better fit (\( R^2 = 66.06\% \)) is given by the exponential relationship: \( y = 549.6446 \times 10^{–0.0223x} \) which is illustrated in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 1. **Long-term trends in late-fetal mortality among 11 developed countries**
Fig 2a is now Fig. 2

Fig. 2. Association between infant mortality and late-fetal mortality in the year 2000

Fig. 2b is now Fig. 3

Fig. 3. Association between life expectancy at birth and late-fetal mortality in the year 2000

Fig 2c is now Fig. 4

Fig. 4. Association between maternal mortality and late-fetal mortality in the year 2000
Fig. 5 & 6. Association between maternal mortality and percentage of births with skilled birth attendants in the year 2000